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Abstract. Tax amnesty is an Indonesian government program which company may
reveal its hidden asset. By paying redemption money, taxpayer is able to reveal its
hidden asset without getting typical administrative sanction of taxation. It turned out
that many company hiding its asset participated in this program. That condition
raises question regarding audit quality of financial statement of those companies.
Audit quality is proxied by accounting firm’s reputation, industry specialization, and
tenure. The research shows that accounting firm’s reputation had significant
negative impact on participation in tax amnesty program in 2016, 2017, or both, and
the amount of restatement regarding tax amnesty program. BIG - 4 accounting firms
are associated with better audit quality, consequently, the company which audited by
BIG-4 are less likely to participate in tax amnesty. In addition, leverage as control
variable had significant negative impact on participation in tax amnesty program.
Keywords: audit quality, accounting firm’s reputation, tax amnesty, restatement.
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Research Background

The effectiveness of tax amnesty, in long run and short run, is still debatable yet it is
being used as fiscal policy for a national income source of a country. In short run, it might
give the additional revenue of a country but in long run it might potentially reduce the
future tax compliance [1]
Development of Indonesia is rely on tax payment. More than 80% of indonesia’s
budeging is obtained from tax payment1. When particular citizen not participate in paying
tax by hiding its asset, it violate the fairness and justice principles of Indonesian tax
system. Moreover, there are Indonesia citizen investing their hidden asset abroad. Those
hidden asset presumably can be used for Indonesian development.
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Based on Indonesian Budgeting, 2018

The hidden asset are supposed to be imposed with income tax (the normal rate is
progressive from 5% until 30%) plus its sanction 2% per month (maximum 24 month).2
That condition make the taxpayer reluctant to reveal their hidden asset. It is needed a
policy which give assurance about the legal certainty and safety of the tax payer when
they reveal their hidden asset.
An amnesty usually permit a person or an entity to reveal its hidden asset, without
imposed regular tax sanction and regulation [2]
On 2016, Indonesian government launched tax amnesty policy. By paying redemption
money, taxpayer is able to reveal its hidden asset without getting typical administrative
sanction of taxation. The proposed rate of redemption is lower than the normal rate of tax
income plus its administrative sanction, which is only 0.5% - 10%. In addition, tax
amnesty participant will be granted the omission of tax payable, administrative sanction,
tax inspection and termination of ongoing tax inspection.3
As a fiscal policy, Indonesian tax amnesty has several purposes, firstly, to accelerate
the economic growth through increasing domestic liquidity, strengthening the rupiah
exchange rate, lowering interest rate, and increasing investment. Secondly, construct the
valid, transparent, and integrated database and tax system. Thirdly, increase tax revenue
for Indonesian capital expenditure.
For a delinquent tax payer, willingness to participate in tax amnesty will be driven by
cost of non-compliance, including tax inspection and future double tax fines. [3]
In Indonesia, after termination of tax amnesty period, if the government find any
hidden asset, it will be imposed tax fine until 200%.
Indonesian tax amnesty has been done from September 2016 – March 2017. It gave the
opportunity for tax payer to expose its hidden asset based on Annual Tax Return of tax
year 2015. For the listed company, if the asset is hidden in the Annual Tax Return of
2015, automatically it is hidden in 2015 financial statement. Consequently, the listed
company participating in tax amnesty will restate its 2015 financial statement. The result
shows that 131 listed companies participated in tax amnesty program.
Even though the financial statement has been audited, when the listed company
participate in tax amnesty and reveal its hidden asset in significant amount, the company
must restate its financial statement. Restatement of audited financial statement can be an
indication that the previous audited financial statement did not report the truly condition
about auditee’s financial condition or the auditor might have been missed the material
misstatement. It raised an intriguing question about the audit quality of the financial
statement, especially when the financial statement gets unqualified opinion.
International standard on auditing 200 regulate that during expressing its financial
statements’ opinion, auditor must be able to obtain reasonable assurance that the financial
statements are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error [4].
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Based on Indonesia Income – Tax Law 2008 article 17
Basen on Indonesian Tax Amnesty Law 2016

Audit quality can be clarified as auditor’s ability to detect and report misstatement and
meet the legal and professional requirement [5]. Based on supply side, the audit firm will
perform higher audit quality when it has more technical knowledge of a client's industry
[6]. Big 4 auditors (i.e. PwC, EY, Delloitte, and KPMG) are multinational accounting
firms which are organized as national partnerships with national administrative offices. In
order to maintain its quality, they established standardized audit programs and apply the
knowledge-sharing practices. Consequently, the Big 4 tend to invest heavily on staff
recruitment and training and information technology [7].
This research aims to observe whether the audit quality has an effect on the tax
amnesty participation. The research defines audit quality as auditor’s reputation, auditor’s
industry specialization and auditor’s tenure. The research contributes a finding that
company which is audited by BIG 4 audit firm will impose the higher audit quality,
consequently the company will less likely to participate in tax amnesty.
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Hypothesis Development

Several previous researchers have showed the indication of audit quality of the Big – 4
accounting firms. In order to maintain its quality, regarding the restrain of abnormal
accruals, the Big 4 are more likely to issue unclean opinion. It reflects that the Big 4
provide more conservative accounting in order to prevent future litigation and possible
reputation damages [7]. Regarding financial standard compliance, company which audited
by Big-5+2 auditor are exhibit greater IFRS compliance [8]. In order to reduce
information asymmetry, manager from ‘‘less secretive” or more transparent company are
more commit to higher-quality audits by choosing a Big 4 auditors [9]. Moreover,
company which located in countries with high corporate ethical values are more likely to
hire a Big 4 auditor [10]. Big 4 auditors are persistent in maintaining their good reputation
and conducting a thorough audit that will decrease the likelihood of audit failures [11]
In Indonesia, the top – tier accounting firm is associated with Big-4 (e.g. PwC,
Delloitte, KPMG and EY). Based on previous studies, Big 4 are associated with high audit
quality, moreover, Big 4 auditors eager to protect their reputation by not involving in
future audit failures, therefore they audit their client thoroughly in the engagement period.
This implied that companies audited by Big 4 auditors in 2015 will less likely to
participate in tax amnesty because of the higher audit quality.
H1: Auditors’ reputation negatively related to participation in tax amnesty program,
participation in tax amnesty program in 2016, 2017, or both, and the amount of
restatement caused by tax amnesty.
Previous studies show that industry specialized auditors provided higher audit quality.
Auditee of industry specialized had a higher ranking from financial analysts in disclosure
quality [12]. Industry specialized auditor also gave a higher assurance level [13]. It lead to

a hyphotesis that auditee of industry specialized auditors will less likely to participate in
tax amnesty program since they had been imposed by higher audit quality compare with
non industry specialized auditors
H2: Auditors’ industry specialization negatively related to participation in tax amnesty
program, participation in tax amnesty program in 2016, 2017, or both, and the amount of
restatement caused by tax amnesty.
Longer audit tenure will impact on audit committee’s effectiveness and decrease audit
quality [14]. Audit quality decreased in longer tenure because of auditors’ reluctance to
issue going concern opinion. It can be conclude that prolong audit tenure with clients
could be the cause of lower independence and objectivity due to familiarity threat [15].
When a client has a good control in financial reporting, accurate, low risk and integrity
and competence top management, automatically, in the future audit engagement, the
professional skepticism will decline with tenure. On the other hand, a new audit firm will
have new perspective and bear the skepticism [16]. It lead that long auditor tenure leads to
a reduction in audit quality. Consequently, the auditee which has been audited by long
tenure accounting firm will be audited by less quality so they will more likely to
participate in tax amnesty program.
H3: Audit tenure positively related to participation in tax amnesty program,
participation in tax amnesty program in 2016, 2017, or both, and the amount of
restatement caused by tax amnesty.
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Methodology and Sample Selection

3.1. Dependent Variable
Participation in Tax Amnesty (RESTATE/NOT)
In order to test the Hypothesis, whether or not the company participates in tax amnesty
during the tax amnesty period, the research uses binomial logistic model. If the company
participates in tax amnesty, 1 would be given. If not, it would be 0.
Year of Participation in Tax Amnesty (RESTATE_CATEGORIES)
Regarding hypothesis testing for robustness test, the research uses multinomial logistic
model. It would be inputted 0 when the company didn’t participate in tax amnesty, 1 if the
company participated in 2016, 2 if the company participated in 2017, and 3 if the
company participated in both 2016 and 2017.
Tax Amnesty Restatement Amount (RESTATE_AMOUNT)
Robustness test of the research will test of the amount of tax amnesty restatement
amount. The research will use multiple linear regression method. The restatement amount
is regarding the revealing of hidden asset in tax amnesty. This amount is disclosed in
Notes of Financial Statement.

3.2. Independent Variable
Auditor’s Reputation (REPUT)
If the auditor is Big 4 auditor, the auditor would be seen as having a good reputation
and it would be given a value of 1. Otherwise, it would be given a value of 0.
Auditor’s Industry Specialization (SPEC)
Auditor’s industry specialization would be measured using the market share with
regard to the total assets of the company [17].
SPEC = (Total asset of all clients audited by particular audit firm in a particular
industry)/(Total assets of all company in the industry)
Audit Tenure (TENURE)
Tenure is measured by counting backwards of how long a signing audit partner have
audited the company from 2015. Instead of counting the accounting firm tenure, this
research uses audit partner tenure. Audit partner is used as the indicator because audit
partner is seen as the one who can build relationship with a client that can result in
familiarity and biasness in giving opinion. Moreover, Indonesian Government’s Law
No.20 in 2015 article 11 stated the rules regarding rotation of audit partner for every 5
years, not public accounting firm’s rotation.
3.3. Control Variable
The research uses several variables to control the model including firm size, leverage,
number of operation segments, and number of subsidiaries. We also incorporate type of
industry to mitigate the potential confounding effects across industries.
3.4. Sample Selection
Sample selection used non probability sampling method that is purposive judgmental
sampling. There are 3 criteria used for sample of this study, (1) companies must be listed
in Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2015-2017, (2) companies must also have already
published financial statements 2015-2017, (3) the financial statement must be disclosed in
Rupiahs. Lastly, the financial statement must be consisted of all information needed in the
model. This process yielded 404 firms for binomial and multinomial logistic regression
and 385 firms for multiple linear regressions. We used 2016 and 2017 data for dependent
variables and 2015 data for independent and control variables.
3.4. Empirical Model
In this study use three regression models, i.e binomial logistis regression, multinomial
logistic regression and multiple linear regression. The model is Y as a function of
(REPUT,TENURE, SPEC, SIZE, LEV, SEGMENT, SUBS, DMANUF, DFIN, DSERV,
DTRADING). Y is a dependent variable, which one of these: (1) RESTATE/NOT, a
dummy variable set to 1 if company participates in tax amnesty program and 0 otherwise,
(2) RESTATE_CATEGORIES, a multinomial variable set to 0 if the company didn’t

participate in tax amnesty, 1 if it participated in 2016, 2 if it participated in 2017, and 3 if
it
participated in both 2016 and 2017, (3) RESTATE_AMOUNT, restatement amount
caused by tax amnesty, which is transformed using Johnson transformation. REPUT is a
dummy variable set to 1 if Big 4 and 0 otherwise. SPEC is market share with regards of
company’s total assets. TENURE is tenure of signing audit partner. SIZE is log of total
assets. LEV is total debt/total equity. SEGMENT is number of operation segments. SUBS
is number of subsidiaries. DMANUF is a dummy variable set to 1 if company operate in
manufacture industry and 0 otherwise. DFIN is a dummy variabel set to 1 if company
operate in financial industry and 0 otherwise. DSERV is a dummy variabel set to 1 if
company operate in others service industry, and 0 otherwise. DTRADING is a dummy
variabel set to 1 if company operate in trading industry, and 0 otherwise.
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Result and Discussion

4.1 Binomial Logistic Regression
Hosmer and Lemeshow’s Goodness of Fit of this study is 0.269 which is lower than
0.05, indicating the fitness of the model. Nagelkerke R Square of this study is 0.258,
meaning independent and control variables explained 25,8% of variations of the
dependent variable.
Table 1. Binomial Logistic Regression Result
Independent
Variable
REPUT

B
-1.594

Sig.
0.000*

Exp(B)
0.203

TENURE

0.033

0.830

1.033

SPEC

0.232

0.839

1.261

SIZE

-0.269

0.133

0.764

LEV

-0.113

0.050*

0.893

0.033

0.679

1.033

SEGMENT
SUBS

0.042

0.000*

1.043

-0.398

0.366

0.672

DFIN

0.281

0.571

1.324

DSERV

0.264

0.532

1.302

DTRADING

0.543

0.300

1.722

DMANUF

Constant

3.325

0.115

27.792

Based on the estimated parameter, Equation (1) is:
y = p/(1-p) = ^ (3.325 -1.594 REPUT +0.033 TENURE +0.232 SPEC -0.269 SIZE -0.113
LEV +0.033 SEGMENT +0.042 SUBS -0.398 DMANUF +0.281 DFIN +0.264 DSERV
+0.543 DTRADING) ..................................................................(1)
REPUT is significant negative which imply that companies audited by Big 4 had lower
probability of 0.203 times ( -1,594) in participating the tax amnesty program compare
with companies audited by non-Big 4. Meanwhile, leverage and subsidiaries have
significant effect. Companies that have lower leverage have higher probability of
participating in tax amnesty program. On the other hand, the higher the number of
subsidiaries, the higher the probability of participating in tax amnesty program.
4.2 Multinomial Logistic Regression
Table 2. Multinomial Logistic Regression Result - Significant Only
RESTATE_CATEGORIES
1 (tax amnesty in 2016)
2 (tax amnesty in 2017)
3(tax amnesty in 2016 & 2017)

Ln

B
SUBS
[REPUT=0]
[REPUT=0]
SUBS
[REPUT=0]

0.045
1.494
2.141
0.049
1.489

Sig.
0.000
0.001
0.011
0.000
0.012

Exp(B)
1.046
4.453
8.505
1.050
4.433

= 3.412 + 1.494 REPUT + 0.187 TENURE- 0.127 SPEC – 0.3 SIZE

– 0.103 LEV + 0.013 SEGMENT + 0.045 SUBS + 0.156 DMANUF – 0.71 DFIN – 0.709
DSERV – 1.040 DTRADING ...................................................................................….(2)
Ln
= - 3.659 + 2.141 REPUT – 0.639 TENURE + 0.429 SPEC – 0.022
SIZE – 0.132 LEV + 0.143 SEGMENT + 0.004 SUBS + 0.463 DMANUF + 0.093 DFIN
+
0.880
DSERV
+
0.106
DTRADING
…...........................................................................(3)
= - 0.092 + 1.489 REPUT + 0.030 TENURE + 0.879 SPEC – 0.318
Ln
SIZE – 0.13 LEV – 0.011 SEGMENT + 0.049 SUBS + 0.825 DMANUF + 0.571 DFIN –
0.016 DSERV + 0.083 DTRADING …............................................................................(4)
Table 2 shows the significant result of multinomial logistic regression result based on
equation 2, 3, and 4. Prior to this, we already test the fitness of the model. REPUT=0 has

significant positive impact in category 1, 2, and 3. This means companies audited by nonBig 4 auditors have higher probability to participate in tax amnesty program in 2016,
2017, or both (2016 and 2017) compare with companies audited by the Big-4. Meanwhile,
SUBS has significant positive impact. This means increase in number of subsidiaries
would increase the probability of company participating in tax amnesty program in 2016
and both years.
4.3 Multiple Linear Regression
Table 3. Multiple Linear Regression Result
Independent
Variable
(Constant)
REPUT
SPEC
TENURE
SIZE
LEV
SEGMENT
SUBS
DMANUF
DFIN
DSERV
DTRADING

Regression
Coefficient
-0.734
-0.323
-0.194
0.058
0.068
-0.027
0.018
0.008
-0.075
-0.036
0.169
0.113

t
-1.354
-3.614
-0.697
1.467
1.472
-1.913
0.920
4.248
-0.643
-0.279
1.493
0.812

Sig.
(2-tailed)
0.177
0.000
0.486
0.143
0.142
0.056
0.358
0.000*
0.521
0.781
0.136
0.417

Sig.
(1-tailed)
0.0885
0.000*
0.243
0.0715
0.071
0.028
0.179
0.000
0.2605
0.3905
0.068
0.2085

Based on the estimated parameter, Equation (5) is:
RESTATE_AMOUNT = -0.734 -0.323 REPUT -0.194 SPEC +0.058 TENURE +0.068
SIZE -0.027 LEV + 0.018 SEGMENT + 0.008 SUBS -0.075 DMANUF -0.036 DFIN +
0.169 DSERV – 0.056 DTRADING
The F-Test of this model is 0.000 which is less than 5%, meaning the independent and
control variables simultaneously have significant impact on dependent variable. The F-test
result also indicate the fitness of the equation model. The adjusted R2 in this study is 0.184
which means that independent and control variables explained 18.4% of the dependent
variables.
Refer to table 3, REPUT had significant negative impact. It means companies audited
by Big 4 have lower restatement amount caused by participation in tax amnesty program.
Meanwhile, the only significant control variable is SUBS. SUBS had significant positive

impact. It means that the higher the number of subsidiary, the higher the number of
restatement amount caused by participation in tax amnesty program.
4. 4 Analysis and Discussion
Based on binomial logistic regression, multinomial logistic regression, and multiple
linear regression, Auditor’s reputation (REPUT) has significant negative impact to
participation in tax amnesty program.
Binomial logistic regression show that companies audited by Big 4 had lower
probability in participating the tax amnesty program 0.203 times compare with company
audited by non-big–4. multinomial logistic regression demonstrate that companies
audited by Big 4 had lower probability in participating the tax amnesty program in year
2016, year 2017, and participate in both 2016 and 2017. Lastly, multiple linear regression
shows that companies audited by Big 4 have lower restatement amount regarding
participation in tax amnesty program.
This implied that Big 4 public accounting firm produce a higher quality audited
financial statement than non-Big 4 public accounting firm. This is because Big 4 auditors
are superior in obtaining learning experiences with a better skill and knowledge than nonBig 4 auditors, even in short tenure [18]. This leads to them conducting a more in-depth
audit and have found all of the clients’ assets, including the hidden ones, thus producing a
higher quality audited financial statements than non-Big 4 auditors. It is different for nonBig 4 auditors whose audit quality is lower, allowing their clients’ hidden asset to remain
undisclosed in 2015 audited financial statement and leading their clients to finally uncover
the hidden assets whilst participating in tax amnesty program and restating their 2015
financial statement.
For non-Big 4 clients, it means less or no hidden assets to be revealed in tax amnesty
program because all of the assets are already revealed during the engagement period and
disclosed in 2015 audited financial statement. Therefore, it is less likely for companies
which audited by Big 4 auditors to participate in tax amnesty program.
Auditor’s industry specialization has no significant impact to participation in tax
amnesty program. Audit tenure also has no significant impact to participation in tax
amnesty program. This is because one until 4 years engagement is not long enough tenure
to build a closed relationship between audit partner and client that can cause biasness in
audit opinion.
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Conclusion
Audit quality measured by auditor’s reputation has significant negative impact

with tax amnesty. Companies that were audited by Big 4 in 2015 have lower probability
of participation in tax amnesty program, participation in tax amnesty program in 2016,

2017, or both, and lower amount of restatement caused by participation in tax amnesty.
This is because Big 4 produce a higher quality audited financial statements. Big 4 are
superior in obtaining learning experiences (Chi and Huang, 2005). Big 4 also wanted to
protect their reputation from any possible damages, thus leading them to an in-depth audit
in the engagement period (Becker et al., 1998).
We also found that leverage had significant negative impact on participation in
tax amnesty program. The lower the leverage, the more likely the company participates in
tax amnesty program. This is because lower leverage could indicate that company
participates in nondebt tax shields (DeAngelo and Masulis, 1980 and Graham and Tucker,
2006). Meanwhile, subsidiary had significant positive impact on participation in amnesty
program, participation in tax amnesty program in 2016, 2017, or both, and lower amount
of restatement caused by participation in tax amnesty. This is because there is a possibility
of assets hidden in tax haven that were uncovered in tax amnesty program.
For further studies, the proxy of audit quality could be varied using other proxies,
such as discretionary accruals. Some control variables can also be added to further reflect
the dependent variables, such as using foreign subsidiary ownership as an indicator of
possible hidden assets that maybe uncovered in tax amnesty program.
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activity is a joint work of Na ro tam a Unive rs ity S urabaya with several o the r
and sponsors. At this o pportunity I, as a Rector of 'arotama University, \\'Ould like
grati tude to o ur va lu a ble keynote Speakers:
f. Dr. Bambang Tjahjad i, SE., f\IBA ., Ak., Ci\JA (Ind o nesia)
Dr. Tatiek Sri Djatmiati, S.H., 1.5 (Indo nesia)
of. Dr. lrwandi Jaswir ( lalaysia)
ndrew Hunt, M.A (UK)
bdarahma n M. Kalifa, f\1.SA (Libya)
Chn:.topher Ala n Woodrich, I. A (Canada).
a pecia l, such hu ge bless for o ur uni verc;ity tha t \\'e ca n host this grea t e \·e nt a nd see
~ across the globe from diffe rent (ilscipli nes of edu ca tion gathe r a nd s hare the ir
~ •1owledge, and experience. \\'ith a ll due re pect, the re fore, w e w ould lil--e to ex press
appreciation to o ur prominent speal--ers and d e lega tes \·vho ca me from Ind onesia,
~K Libya and Canada, I would lil--e to welcome a nd \\'armly greet fro m us, Na ro ta m a
It is a n ho nor to have yo u he re. \ \'t~ have a round 200 partic ipants trom va n o us
e fro m Indo nesia, la laysia, UK, Libya a nd Ca nada ga the red here today .

m:

ma bona l Confe rence was he ld in re ponse to g loba l Issues in the Dis rupt1ve Era which
tmpac t o n the fields of Bus iness, La \\' and Edu ca tio n. Thro ugh this confe rence, it is
t<., find ideas a nd opportunities fo r educa tion and bus iness people to discuss the key
uccess in taking the opportunity to progress in the busi ness, la w and ed uca tion secto rs.
ular, the confe re nce discussed the issue nf trends and collabo ra tio n that can be done in
nm~ the continui ty of busi ness and edu cat1o n in the pre\ il iling lega l orde r and ad o pting
uahttes that occur in this disrupti,·e e ra.
tti·-. '\arotama is proud to be appo inted a. the orgamzing lead e r a nd host of this event,

ogether \·\'el l-1--nown experts in the 1r re~p ctJ\ e f11~ ld to add ress vital issue in the fields
.... la\v a nd education . C utting ou t all di c;;c iplines where co ll abo ra tive resea rch is
1'1Creasi ng ly important tod ay, g iven tha t inno\·a t•o n and R & Dare the mai n drivers o f
10
grow th and commun ity de, ·elopmen t throu g hout the world .

This conference, however, wdl not be JUSt simply a "talk". At the end of the event, a series of
recommendations are expected, which ca n be used as a reference and input for business, policy,
government, education tn facing challenges in the disruptive era.
On this occasion, I would lik.e to thank the Local Organizing Committee, chaired by Dr.
Reswanda, and the Committee members, both lecturers and students for their hard work and
efforts in plannmg and coordinating this great event.
I \Vould also like to thank. the co-hosts tncluding, Universitas Darussalaam Contor, lnstitut
Pendidikan Indonesia Ga rut, Un1versitas 1uhammadiyah Sidoarjo, Universitas \Nidya Cama
Samarinda, U111Yersitas \Vijaya Putra Surabaya, Universitas tvluhammadiyah Surabaya, STKIP
Tulungagung, and .APPII , as well as our sponsors for their support in enabling this conference to
be carried out properly.
Last but not least, thank. you for your participation and s upport to our International Conference
on Business, Law and Pedagogy. \\'e vvish you the most productive conference and interesting
discussions over the next two days. I hope everyone who joins the conference can turn out to be
a s uccess.

Thank you,
Aras\' Alimudtn
Rector of Uni ,·ersitas :-\arotama Suraba\ a
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W illin gness of Tax Amn es ty Participa ti on Based on Financial Aud it Q u ality
Ce lina Tas hy a E\'angeJis ta, Yie Ke f eli a na and Pcrmata Ay u Widyasari
Unive rs ity of S ura baya (UBA YA)
Em<~ il

JWrma taayu a sial f u bava .tlc.id

Ab s tract
Ta>. am nesty is an lndonesran

go' ernmen t program which company revea ls its hidd "fl

ilsset. It turn{'d ou t th il t mil nv compilny hiding its asset partin pated in this progra m . TI
cond ition raises q ul'slio n regard inr, .wdr l q uil li l\ o l fi nanCia l s ta te me nt o ( those compa rH s
Audit qua lity is pro,ied b~ accoun lrng lmn's repn ltt lion, ind us try specia liza tro n, a nd tertu e
ll1e research s ho,.,·s !hilt ilcrountmg frrm 's repu t.l llon had sign ilicanl negative impact
participa tion in tax

a rnn es~

progrcun in 2016,2017, or both . and the a mo unt of rcsta lcm•

rega rd ing tax amnesty progra m . In tHiditr on, ll'vrrngr as con tro l vMiahlr had s ig nrfrc,m
negative rmpdll on pcHlrupation in ta:\ clllH'Iestv program
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